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Predicting US state teenage birth rates using
search engine query data on pregnancy
termination and prevention
Daniel D Reidpath1, Pascale Allotey2
Background To determine whether aggregated searches for pregnancy prevention or
pregnancy termination predicts US State teenage birth rates.
Methods US birth rate data for the 50 states, and search engine query data (Google
Trends) for “condom” and “abortion” were used in an ecological analysis. Multivariable ordinary least squares regression was used to predict state-level birth rates from
state-level searches for condom and abortion.
Results The final model accounted for 35% of the variance (R2=0.347). Abortion and
condom had similar, absolute, standardized parameters (ß≈0.5). High state-levels of
searches for abortion were associated with higher teenage birth rates, whereas high
state-levels of searches for condom were associated with lower teenage birth rates.
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Conclusions Google Trends data for abortion and condom can be used to model US
state-levels teenage birth rates. This raises the possibility of well targeted, accessible
and relevant information for populations wanting to avoid unwanted pregnancies.

Search engine query data (SEQD) include the information collected by search
engine companies about search terms used, geographical location, and the
date of the search. With an increasing need for data to monitor emerging global health risks, as well as evaluate the effectiveness of various interventions,
SEQD provide important proxy, descriptive data. SEQD in health research are
just beginning to be explored, most famously to predict influenza outbreaks
(1, 2). Most subsequent research has similarly focused on communicable diseases, although there is some limited use in other areas of public health (3).
Teenage births (15-19 years old) are generally considered to carry significant
health and social risks for mother and child; although the risks are often outcomes of other social causes (4). Teenage births are associated with higher obstetric risk (5) related to delayed antenatal care (6), poorer long term health outcomes for the mother (7), poorer long term health outcomes for the child (8), as
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well as a range of negative social sequelae (9). The US teenage birth rate (TBR) has declined
steadily since 1970 (68.3) to 2010 (34.2); but it remains high by Western European standards.
Declining rates can nonetheless be misleading if one imagines that a single TBR applies to
the whole of the US, because the rates are unevenly distributed across the states from a low
of 15.7 in New Hampshire to a high in Mississippi of 55.0 (10).
Aggregated, internet searches reflect the information that is being sought by a population.
In the same way that populations in which flu-like symptoms are occurring may search for
information about those symptoms, one can equally well imagine that populations wishing
to avoid unwanted pregnancies are more likely to seek information about prevention of pregnancies, and those experiencing unwanted pregnancies would seek information about their
options, including the termination of pregnancies. This raises the intriguing possibility that
the state-level variation in searches for pregnancy termination and pregnancy prevention
may predict the state-level variation in teenage birth rates.

METHODS
Given the broad nature of sexual and reproductive health, and the volume and range of results using more general terms like contraception, sex and sexually transmissible infections
(STIs), we restricted the search to as narrow a range as possible that would still reflect the
question of interest. In imposing this narrow focus, we acknowledge that instances of other
searches that relate to termination of pregnancy and contraception would be lost. Nonetheless, the general approach remains illustrative of the potential of SEQD. For this study, we
used the single search words: ‘abortion’ and ‘condom’, as markers for pregnancy termination
and pregnancy prevention respectively.
State-level TBRs for 2010 were obtained from The US Centers for Disease Control, National
Vital Statistics Report (10). The birth rates were reported per 1000 estimated women in the
age range 15–19 in each state (p. 42).
The SEQD were obtained from “Google Trends” (http://www.google.com/trends/). Search data
from each state were aggregated over the five year period 2006–2010 to smooth out any year
to year variation. The data were returned in a normalized and rescaled form. Google normalizes SEQD so that regional variation in search counts are not simply attributable to population
size. The rescaling gives the state with the highest number of normalized searches a value of
100. Every other state’s rescaled value is then represented as a percentage of the maximum
number of searches. As an example, the Google Trends strategy used for “condom” was: http://
www.google.com/trends/explore?q=condom&geo=US&date=1%2F2006%2060m&cmpt=date
Multivariable, ordinary least squares (OLS) regression was used to examine the independent
predictive value of the state numbers of searches for “abortion” and “condom” in the estimation of state teenage birth rates.
The research used aggregated, anonymous, publicly available data and was not a study of human subjects. The research neither required nor received Institutional Review Board approval.

RESULTS
A visual inspection of histograms of the TBR, condom and abortion data showed broadly unimodal, Gaussian distributions; summary statistics are shown in Table 1. There were
no missing data.
Table 1. Summary statistics for the outcome variable (TBR) and
the predictor variables (abortion and condom)
MINIMUM

2

TBR
Abortion
Condom

15.7
55.0
50.0

MEDIAN

33.0
78
74

MEAN

SD

34.0
78.2
73.5

SD – standard deviation, TBR – teenage birth rate
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MAXIMUM

10.1
9.5
11.3

55
100
100

The correlation between the two predictors, abortion and
condom, was modest (r=0.33; 95% CI=0.059 to 0.559). In
the OLS model the abortion and condom values were regressed against the TBR. The model accounted for around
35% of the variance (R2=0.347, F(2, 47)=2.47, P<.0001). The
absolute value of the standardized coefficients (ß) for aborJOGHR 2018 Vol 2 • e2018001

tion (0.48; 95% CI=0.230 to 0.720) and condom (-0.54; 95% CI=-0.785 to -0.294) were close
– both around 0.5.

DISCUSSION
In the US the internet search behavior of state populations for pregnancy prevention (condom)
and pregnancy termination (abortion) information is significantly associated with state-level
teenage birth rates. Furthermore, the association with the TBR is balanced, such that seeking pregnancy prevention information is independently associated with a reduction in the
TBR, and seeking pregnancy termination information is independently associated with an
increase in the TBR.
Google trends data has not previously been used in quite this way (looking at state-level associations), but the broad finding is consistent with the infectious disease studies of SEQD.
The ecological nature of the study precludes links being made between individuals searching the internet for pregnancy prevention or pregnancy termination information, and subsequent individual teenage births. It does, however, suggest the importance of information
in the population, and the kinds of information being sought (11, 12). Populations seeking
knowledge about pregnancy prevention were less likely to experience teenage pregnancy and
therefore teenage births, and populations seeking information about pregnancy termination
were more likely to experience teenage pregnancy and therefore teenage births. While the
application of knowledge about pregnancy termination is likely to lead to the termination of
individual, unwanted pregnancies, searches for information about termination are likely to
simply indicate the presence of an unwanted pregnancy.
Most SEQD studies have been used to explore temporal dimensions of the data, and if weekly birth rate data were available, it would certainly be possible to extend the research in that
direction. The possibility of time series is particularly interesting, because if the birth rate
time series were associated with searches for pregnancy prevention and pregnancy termination, one would expect to see appropriate temporal ordering of prevention searches occurring prior to termination searches.
There are limitations to this study, and future lines of inquiry to which the results point.
The ecological nature of the data, limits the kinds of conclusions that may be drawn; and it
would be dangerous to infer anything about individual behavior from the aggregate state
search data. There is also the possibility of confounding. Notwithstanding these limitations,
the results raise the potential of SEQD data as an extra tool to inform public health predictive and preventive approaches beyond teenage pregnancy.

CONCLUSIONS
Search engine query data may provide novel methods for exploring adolescent health issues.
In this case, high search rates for prevention and low searches for termination were associated with the lowest state level birth rates. Types of information, access to information, and
information utilization may remain key areas for targeted prevention.
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